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GROWTH TRAPS
SNAP SHUT

More portfolio pain to come?

The last several months have been tough
ones for growth stocks. MSCI U.S. Growth has
underperformed its Value counterpart by 16% in
the first 4 months of 2022 and had a tough end
to 2021 as well. But while the median growth
stock has indeed had a lousy time of it, the pain
has been far from indiscriminate. The group
that has been far and away the most painful
for investors has been “growth traps” – growth
stocks that disappoint relative to analysts’
forecasts. Even against the backdrop of lousy
overall returns for growth since last summer,
growth traps have managed to underperform the
broad growth universe by their largest margin
for any comparable period in history. Given the
conditions that prevailed a year ago – some of
the highest valuation premia for growth stocks
ever and the highest median growth forecast for
growth stocks on record – this shouldn’t have
been a particular shock. As we look at current
conditions in the growth universe, we expect
growth traps to remain more painful than normal
for some time to come.
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1
I’m measuring returns from each stock’s 2021 high through
April 30, 2022. Over that period, Coinbase was actually the
least bad, having fallen a mere 55%. It’s had a rather rough
May however, and as of May 16 it has fallen a further 40%
and is now worse than all the others but Peloton. As of
May 16, the best performer, down a mere 64.4% from its
2021 high, was Netflix.
2
My colleague John Pease deserves the credit for the
particular definition used in the paper. The basic idea is a
trap is a company that both saw its recent fundamental
results disappoint investor expectations and where
forecasts for the future prospects for the firm have
deteriorated as well. We chose to use revenues instead of
earnings for this purpose because so many companies play
games with earnings, which they present to shareholders
and ask analysts to forecast, that it is often a little hard
to decide with certainty whether a company actually did
disappoint in the first place. While revenue numbers are not
entirely free of manipulation, they are much less a matter of
opinion than “operating” earnings seem to be.
3
Performance from 4/1996 to 4/2022. Performance quoted
is in log terms.
4
I like to use the MSCI Value and Growth indices because
MSCI has consistent definitions of value and growth across
the world. Otherwise, I would not claim there is anything
particularly special about its versions of the style indices.
The statements I’m making about the MSCI style indices
would hold true for other index providers’ versions as well.

My Quarterly Letter last summer defined a trap as a company in either the value or
growth universe that both disappointed on revenues in the last 12 months and saw
its future revenue forecast decline as well.2 When it occurs to a stock in the value
universe, it is a value trap. Judging from the interactions I have had with clients and
prospective clients over the last couple of decades, investors seem to believe value
traps teem in the portfolios of value managers and that those value traps cause
massive damage to those portfolios when they appear. While I would love to tell
you that the investors are dead wrong on those presumptions, sadly, they are pretty
close to spot on. In a typical year, about 30% of stocks in the MSCI U.S. Value index
turn out to be value traps, and they underperform that index by 9% on average.3
But what seems to be somewhat less well known is that growth traps are both more
common and more painful than their value brethren, with a prevalence of about 37%
of the MSCI U.S. Growth index and an underperformance of 13% on average.4 The
underperformance of growth and value traps versus their respective indices is shown
in Exhibit 1.

What do Netflix, Peloton Interactive, Coinbase, and Palantir Technologies have in
common? I admit it isn’t a particularly challenging question. As anyone who has been
following the U.S. stock market in the last 10 months knows all too well, they are all
U.S. large cap growth stocks that have lost more than 50% of their value from their
2021 highs, actually well more than 50%.1 But I’d like to point out that they have
something else in common that should be more broadly concerning for investors.
They are all growth traps. Growth traps are a subset of the growth universe and
get much less attention than their cousins, value traps, despite my attempt to call
attention to them in the 2Q 2021 GMO Quarterly Letter, “Dispelling Myths in the
Value vs. Growth Debate.” That is a shame, because investors would be well advised
to recognize the damage growth traps can do to their portfolios. In honor of the fact
that the 10 months since I wrote that Quarterly Letter have seen the largest-ever
underperformance of growth traps relative to the overall growth universe, I’d like to
offer a quick refresher on growth traps, why they are so painful, and why I believe
they are probably going to continue to snap shut painfully on investors’ portfolios for
some time yet to come.
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EXHIBIT 1: PERFORMANCE OF VALUE AND GROWTH TRAPS
VS. THEIR STYLE INDICES
Performance of Traps vs.
Value/Growth Indices

0.10

“

For a growth stock...a
disappointment in the
performance of the
company is extremely
likely to result in a
falling valuation
multiple.

5
It’s worth pointing out that being a growth trap does
not require a company to show negative growth. Netflix
actually showed positive revenue growth in its disastrous
announcement in April and is still forecast to grow in both
2022 and 2023. It’s just that it is forecast to grow a lot less
than it was expected to prior to the announcement.
6
Exhibit 1 is showing 12-month returns for value and growth
traps. The 12 months ending in April 2022 provided the
worst 12-month underperformance for growth traps in
history, but because 2 months of it came before I warned
anyone about growth traps, it was more fun (and satisfying)
to talk about the returns since I wrote about them.
7
The GMO Equity Dislocation Strategy has returned
13.9% since August 31, 2021, the publish date of the 2Q
2021 Quarterly Letter, and 26.3% since its October 2020
inception, both net of fees and through March 31, 2022.
8
Of course, we run the risk of these stocks turning into next
year’s value traps, but we think we are being decently paid
for taking that risk.
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Data as of December 1997 through April 2022 | Source: GMO, IBES, Compustat, MSCI
Returns are for the preceding 12 months.

The fact that growth traps are more painful than value traps is, in one sense, not really
a surprise. Value stocks are already companies that investors don’t have particularly
high hopes for. They trade at lower-than-average multiples by definition. The fact
that a company trades at lower-than-average multiples certainly doesn’t mean it can’t
fall when its fundamentals disappoint, but it does generally mean that the pain isn’t
compounded too severely by falling valuations as well. For a growth stock, however,
a disappointment in the performance of the company is extremely likely to
result in a falling valuation multiple. After all, these are exactly the companies
that the market has awarded higher-than-average multiples because of outsized
expectations of their growth prospects. When those prospects deteriorate,
valuations almost invariably fall significantly, often precipitously.5
That was certainly the fate of the stocks I mentioned at the start of the piece. And
they were by no means alone. While the prevalence of growth traps over the past
year has not been particularly noteworthy – 26.1% of the growth universe was a trap
over the 12 months ending in April, about 10% below their long-run average – their
average underperformance was record-breaking. Over the last 10 months, growth
traps underperformed the growth universe by 23%, a worse showing than any
10-month period they experienced, even during the bursting of the internet bubble,
and worse than in any 10-month period in the 26 years we have the revenue forecast
data necessary to define growth traps to begin with.6 Somewhat entertainingly for
those of us managing a value versus growth long/short strategy – in GMO’s case, our
Equity Dislocation Strategy7 – we’ve actually found ourselves in recent months buying
a handful of our former shorts as they “trapped” all the way across the large gulf from
overpriced growth stocks to underpriced value opportunities.8
Though we feel comforted to have by and large avoided growth traps over the past
year in the portfolios we run for our clients, the important point for anyone building
portfolios today is the fact that there are good reasons to expect that growth traps are
going to continue being more painful than normal for a while yet. Why do we believe
this? It has to do with the basic drivers of the pain caused by growth traps. At the risk
of stating the blindingly obvious, the two key parameters that determine the pain of
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growth traps are the likelihood of growth stocks becoming growth traps and the pain
they deliver when they do so. Exhibit 2 shows the prevalence of growth and value traps
through time.

EXHIBIT 2: WEIGHT OF VALUE TRAPS AND GROWTH TRAPS

“

The long-term growth
forecast for the median
growth stock is down
sharply from the levels
we saw a year ago...
Despite that fall, those
forecasts are as high as
they were at the peak of
the internet bubble

9
For those keeping score at home, that was 16.8% nominal
GDP growth for the year to June 2021, which was the
highest figure since the 18.4% recorded in June 1951. Both
years’ figures owed a lot to high inflation, but analysts
forecast nominal revenues at the end of the day, so even
if it’s rising prices rather than rising units, revenues are
revenues.
10
Honestly, I hadn’t quite understood quite how high those
expectations had gotten. In retrospect, it looks a little crazy
that growth estimates peaked 50% higher than they had
been in the internet bubble -- far and away the largest outlier
we’ve ever seen in the series.
11
These long-term growth forecasts are actually for earnings
rather than sales. Unfortunately, analysts don’t report
long-term sales forecasts or, if they do, IBES doesn’t
aggregate them. In any event, we’re only using sales in our
trap definition due to the problems of accurately defining
whether an earnings release was actually a disappointment
or not, so switching between the two measures for this
purpose doesn’t seem like a big issue.
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Data as of December 1996 through April 2022 | Source: GMO, IBES, Compustat, MSCI
Recession dates are moved forward 10 months to account for the lag in receiving revenue data and
declaring “traps.”

While the average prevalence is over 30% for both the value and growth universes,
it’s pretty obvious that there is a strong cyclical component. Trap weights are high in
recessions and low when growth is surprisingly strong, particularly in the early stages
of the recovery from recessions. The year ending last June was particularly striking in
that it saw the lowest level of traps in history, which makes some sense in that the year
saw the strongest GDP growth the U.S. has experienced in 70 years.9
Since last spring, trap percentages have risen for both the value and growth
universes and, judging from history, I wouldn’t want to make the bet they are coming
back down any time soon. If we wanted to try to get a little smarter than simply
saying “when recent trap weights are lower than average, they are more likely to
rise than fall,” another parameter we could use to try to predict traps would be the
level of growth forecasts themselves. Given that a trap requires disappointing results
relative to both near-term and longer-term estimates, the growth estimates that seem
most relevant are the longer-term ones. On that front, there is good and bad news.
The good news is that the long-term growth forecast for the median growth stock is
down sharply from the levels we saw a year ago.10 The bad news is that despite the
fall, those forecasts are as high as they were at the peak of the internet bubble in
2000, as you can see in Exhibit 3.11
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EXHIBIT 3: MEDIAN IBES LONG-TERM GROWTH FORECASTS
FOR MSCI U.S. GROWTH INDEX (%)
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Data as of December 1996 through April 2022 | Source: GMO, IBES, MSCI

Interestingly, those outsized growth expectations a year ago didn’t actually lead to
a particularly outsized population of growth traps, but the longer-term correlation
between forecast growth and disappointments is quite strong at +0.42. Given that we
are still about 1.1 standard deviations above normal for growth forecasts, that level
implies higher than normal growth trap probabilities over the next year.
The other parameter besides the growth trap weights that drives the pain of growth
traps is the underperformance of those companies that wind up being traps. Growth
looks pretty vulnerable in that piece of the puzzle as well, as we can see in Exhibit 4.

EXHIBIT 4: GROWTH STOCK VALUATION PREMIUM VS. LONGTERM AVERAGE
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This chart shows the premium at which growth stocks are trading relative to value,
renormalized so the long-run average is 1.0. The chart is just the inverse of the
cheapness of value chart I’ve been showing for a couple years, but in this case my
focus is the fact that the higher the premium at which growth stocks are trading, the
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more they risk falling when they lose that growth status. Life isn’t quite that simple
because not every disappointing growth stock actually falls all the way out of the
growth universe and the size of the disappointment surely counts for something, but
the correlation between the valuations and the scale of growth trap underperformance
is a pretty meaningful -0.23. When growth stocks trade at a higher-than-normal
premium to value stocks, the underperformance of growth traps is more
extreme. Today, growth is trading about 2.3 standard deviations more expensive
than normal relative to value. Absent a near-term collapse in growth stocks
relative to the market, we will probably remain vulnerable on this measure for
some time to come.

Conclusion
It’s been a bad year for growth stocks. Some of the pain was inflicted by a generic
de-rating that hit the growth universe pretty indiscriminately. But a lot of it was
driven by growth stocks that fundamentally underperformed investor expectations –
growth traps. These growth traps actually had their worst showing on record relative
to the growth universe. This fact should be of interest to market historians and, I
will admit, it is also a source of some satisfaction for those investors who positioned
their portfolios to be short growth stocks a year ago. But what should be of note to all
investors whatever their positioning is that conditions today suggest that it is likely
there will be more growth traps in the next year than there were in the last one and
there is good reason to believe their underperformance will remain worse than usual
until a full unwinding of the growth bubble occurs.

